4th transnational project meeting minutes
“Monitoring and proving entrepreneurship skills in intercultural context “
LT-2019-01-KA204-060482
Date: 31-05-2021
Venue: AKETH, Trikala, Greece
Participating partners:
Riccardo Cariani and Alessandro Zeppelli European Centre of Entrepreneurship Competence & Excellence, Karnburg-Maria Saal, Dellach 15,
Austria; Sotirios Mageiris, Anaptixiako Kentro Thessalias, Trikala, Fournonision, 4. Aldona Vilkeliene, Alytus music school, Sporto str.12, Alytus,
Lithuania; Jorge Veloso and Marta Coelho, Previform - Laboratório, Formação, Higiene e Segurança no Trabalho, Lda, Ponte De Lima, Rua Francisco
Sá Carneiro, no635, Portugal; Katarina Person and Stefan Fredriksson, SVEFI, Sweden, Haparanda.
Head of meeting: hosting organization - J. Veloso (PT). Coordinator - A.Vilkeliene (LT).
Minute taker: Tomas Simanavičius
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1. Agenda

Erasmus+KA2
Integration of the young adults into labor market through cultural heritage
2019-LT01-KA204-060482
4nd transnational project meeting “Monitoring and proving entrepreneurship skills in intercultural context “
The aim of the 4th transnational meeting is the dissemination of work places and monitoring of the intercultural and entrepreneurship skills of young
adults searching for a job in the ES countries.

Date:

31-05-2021

Venue: PREVIFORM,
Work program
31-05-2021
Time from
16.00
15.30 Time from
To 16.30
16.00
Time from
16.30
Time from
17.00
Time from
17.20
18.00

To 17.00
To 17.20
To 18.00
To 18.15

Rua Francisco Sá Carneiro, nº635, Ponte de Lima, Portugal

A. Vilkeliene. (LT) and J.Veloso. Preparation for the meeting,
documentation. Sound and video checking.
Hosting organization’s greetings to all partners. Introducing to
PREVIFORM (PT).
Entrepreneurship skills in intercultural context – presentation of the
Virtual Cafe description/collague created by the target group. All
partners.
Opportunities and risks of virtual and real meeting. Discussion on
physical meeting in Portugal. All partners.
Preparation for the dissemination and sustainability activities. All
partners.
Project quality monitoring and evaluation, reflections.
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2. Minutes
1. All partners met virtually in Ponte de Lima, Previform. Hosting organization, Jorge Veloso, introduced to PREVIFORM, former and running
projects and partners as well.
2. J. Veloso presented with target group members outcome - Virtual Cafe. It is very easy for PREVIFORM to invite target group members, because
mostly of them attend different courses in PREVIFORM and most of them are unemployed. There were 20 participants at the local seminar.
The previous day, a form was distributed to the participants to write down their impressions and individually examine the results of the “Virtual Café”
project on the computer and decide in the most appropriate choice for each, theme (location, music, food). Participants looked through Virtual café
created by the project partners and created their own model. Regarding the location, the most voted was Lithuania, with the magnificent location of the
cafe on the banks of Lake Dailide.
As for Music, the preferences of the participants fell on the Greek music - Sirtaki, in particular the dance of the film Zorba.
The food that brought together most of the options was the Vienna schnitzel, accompanied by the chocolate cake - Sachertorte Cake.
The participants conceived a possible virtual cafe:
It is in Lithuania, by the lake, surrounded by the magnificent forest, with a wooden installation. The favorite name for coffee would be, "Souds and
Flavors Caffé", which reminds us of sounds and flavors from other locations and that together add even more value to what each one has the best.
It has Greek music, with Austrian food, Viennese schnitzel and chocolate cake. Participants preferred lighter foods, in addition to the aforementioned
Austrian dish, they could include Lithuanian "Pies", Swedish pancakes, Greek salads and a Portuguese cod dish, sweet desserts from all countries and
accompanied by “vinho verde” _(wine) from our region and beers from all different countries.
All participants received as a prize for their participation a delicious chocolate "A Vianense", which is manufactured in our region.
S. Fredriksson (SVEFI) presented SVEFI target group result. There were 7 target group members. Their choice was: place
A. Vilkeliene (LT) introduced to Lithuanian target group creation – virtual café. 15 participants participated virtually while 7 participants were at school in
a real time. Most choices from locations received Lithuania (Lake Dailide), Portugal (Plain tree avenue), Greece (Old city). Participants voted, and 1 place in Ponte de
Lima was chosen. Music – most participants chose Portugal song by Amalia Rodrigez, Fado.
Food – most choices were for Vienna schnitzel and Greek Musaka. Swedish broiled sik received also many voices.
The participants described possible virtual café:
It is in Portugal, Ponte de Lima, by the river Lima. There is a pier on the river and there is a café in it. The cafe is called "Free Current”, logo and short name FREE-CA,
that you can think is it free current, free café or just FREECA. The name and place make customers feel free and relaxed.
It features Portuguese music, but the food is very different: Musaka, Viennese schnitzel, Greek salad. Participants suggested including their favorite dishes: Lithuanian
cold borscht, potato pancakes, pancakes with nutella cream. In addition, the menu is complemented by sweets: Austrian apple pie with cinnamon and vanilla,
chocolate pie.
All participants received sweet prize for their creativity.

S. Mageirias (GR), AKETH also presented local seminar results. Greek target group (21 participants) used Lucids park, Kahoot, Jamboard to involve
and attract learners and to get more creative answers and ideas concerning Virtual café. They created 5 different cafes, for example “Folklorist”,
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A. Zeppelli (ECECE), Austria, presented their target group results: the best place - Tornio River The fishing village from the past Kukkola;
Music – Greece Sirtaki; Food – most choices a complete meal: . Swedish broiled sik drinking Kwass and Pastel de Lima for dessert.
Very special food from Sweden – Surströmming was also interesting for the participants, the same happened with Lithuanian drink “Kvas”.
Participants suggested to build café in shape of viking’s boat with the title „DRAgon Café “.
List of participants

A. Vilkeliene, coordinator informed that each partners TG has been awarded - Coordinator sends them a special award – sweets, ethno tea and small
souvenirs.
Financial question - to cover invoices with the exceptional costs was also solved, money were transferred on Monday, 2021-05-31.
5. Preparation for the dissemination and sustainability. Jorge Veloso (PT) told that each partner have to share project material and information on all
possible social media (FB, Twitter, Instagram), organizational website, to write articles to local press, EPALE. It is also very important to share
information with the stakeholders and other organizations (libraries, touristic organizations, labor market organizations).
3. Decisions
No.

Decisions / Tasks

Deadline

Responsible person,
institution

1.

4 th TPM documentation – participant list, certificates, meeting minutes,
signatures. All partners disseminate on website, newspaper, social media

2021-05-31

PT, LT

2.

To write a template (an email) for stakeholders and other organizations

2021-06-02

Coordinator

3.

To send emails to all possible organizations (at least 10 organizations each
partner)

2021-08-01

All partners

4.

To write dissemination outcome - article in the local press, media, website etc

2021-09-01

All partners

To organize on-line meeting

2021-09-11

Coordinator

5.

4. List of participants
4

(screenshot and name on it is conformed as participant signature. If 3 participants joined virtual under 1 name they confirm their
participation personally )

5. Pictures
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